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Artist: Ras Ammar Nsoroma  Facebook Ammar Nsoroma on Facebook & Instagra 

 
Mural Location: 3120 W Villard Ave, Milwaukee, WI 53209 
 

● Ras Ammar Nsoroma is an award winning Milwaukee muralist, portraitist, and mixed media 
painter of African descent. His work centers around the spiritual, cultural, and political 
consciousness of the African Diaspora. Over the past three decades he has created dozens of 
murals in cities around the nation. Nsoroma’s mural "Uhuru Sasa (Freedom Now) Community, 
Culture & Commerce" painted on a 30’ x 15’ wall on the Oasis Lounge building features a 
harmonious montage of people in community, natural elements in balance and multi-cultural 
symbols of renewal. 

 
Nsoroma shares, “The middle section depicts a family embraced by extended family members and ancestors 
framed by a backdrop of houses enveloped by a stylized sun. The right side of the mural focuses on the 
cultural aspect with a montage of images including an elder woman grooming a girl’s hair, Double Dutch 
jumpers, an African mask, Akuaba fertility doll, a black power fist, and a djembe drummer with an African 
dancer. The left side of the mural focuses on commerce with a street scene depicting businesses (Salon, 
bookstore, African Hair braiding) stretching into the distance silhouetted by a phoenix flying into the sky, 
representing renewal, with clouds overhead. The foreground is a montage of images: an African braider, 
mirroring the hair grooming in the right side, a restaurant table, building blocks with the word ‘daycare’, a 
barber pole, a realty sign and a Nation of Islam member selling newspapers.”  The middle focuses on a 
nuclear family with a boy child in center, with his parents and grandparents, and extended family and 
“Village,” of diverse members of the Black community.                                                                
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Artist: Kevin Soens   Instagram @keso_soke on Instagram 
 
 

 
Mural Location: 5151 N 35th St., Milwaukee 

 
Kevin Soens is a freelance artist and designer from Milwaukee who formerly taught middle school science on 
the southside of Milwaukee. 

 
Soens’ mural “Old North Milwaukee Evolves Together” is painted on a 24’ x 12’ panel featured on the Art Haus 
located at 5151 N 35th St. The design combines the industrial history of the neighborhood with a present day 
view of today’s leaders, and tomorrow’s workforce. 

 
Mural Description: 
1. Lakeside bridge and Steel Co. 3200 Villard. The bridge in this photo is not in Milwaukee, but instead a 
bridge in Corpus Christi made by Lakeside Bridge and steel. Representative of the steel manufacturing in 
Old North Milwaukee as well as “transition though time” 

 
2. Ritz theater… you can still see this building around the corner from me on Villard (1 block west). It was 
the Ritz Theater (opened 1926), and later the Villa Theater, and most recently, Agape Theater. It was a 
place for traveling theater acts, and eventually cinema. Once an epicenter of culture and entertainment, the 
building is currently vacant and for 
sale.h  ttps://onmilwaukee.com/history/articles/urban-spelunking-ritz-villa-the ater.html 

 
3. These figures (and now there's a little boy in the mix), are in 1920’s era clothing, holding Playbills, 
leaving the theater. The building where the mural is located is home to Quasimondo Physical Theater. 
These figures attending contemporary theatre is an homage to the contemporary theatre happening today. 
 https://www.quasimondo.org 

https://onmilwaukee.com/history/articles/urban-spelunking-ritz-villa-theater.html
https://onmilwaukee.com/history/articles/urban-spelunking-ritz-villa-theater.html
https://onmilwaukee.com/history/articles/urban-spelunking-ritz-villa-theater.html
https://www.quasimondo.org/
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4. This woman and child (now located on the other side of baker). They are in Edwardian era Clothing (early 
1900’s-1910’s)... representative of an earlier time of fashion. 

 
5. Wilbert’s Bakery: 37th and Villard (3638); was a prominent German bakery in the neighborhood. Changing 
owners through the years, it finally shuddered in the 1990's. The mural will feature Soft pretzels, German rye, 
and Wilbert’s famous hard rolls. http://archive.jsonline.com/features/recipes/145709925.html 

 
6. Rail, industry; intersection of Milwaukee, St. Paul, Chicago and Pacific railroads. This is a Wood fired train 
that was characteristic of freight and passenger steam engines of the turn of the century. 

 
7. Machinist/tool and die worker, making parts for multiple steel manufacturing companies... William 
Barnett machine shop, and the Meiselbach Bicycle Co. (later formed Harley Davidson), Hack Barth 
brothers Autos, lakeside bridge and steel… etc; this neighborhood. The industries were thriving so much 
that there was high demand for labor. This spawned some of the most progressive labor reform unions that 
spawned organizations across the Midwest to the East coast. 

 
8. Firefighters: the building where this mural is located. Built in 1900, it was the firehouse, as well as 
town hall. This carriage is characteristic to the type that was used at the time. It is a combination of horse 
drawn and steam powered. It would also carry a small amount of water to the fire. 

 
9. Mixes of race and ethnicities, proudly represents the transition from Milwaukee’s mostly German 
population, to the diverse and largely African-American community, present today. 

 
10. Did You Know? Villard Avenue is named after German immigrant, Journalist, Railroad Tycoon, journalist, 
and abolitionist Henry Villard? Henry Villard was born Ferdinand Heinrich Gustav Hilgard on April 10, 1835 in 
Speyer Rhenish Bavaria, Germany. Due to tensions with his father, he sailed to the United States, and adopted 
the name (Henry) Villard to conceal his identity from anyone (that may be) intent on making him return to 
Germany. As a journalist, Villard eventually met the most outspoken abolitionist of the day, William Lloyd 
Garrison who was the editor of the controversial magazine “The Liberator.” He later married Garrison’s daughter 
Helen Frances “Fanny” Garrison, a women's suffrage advocate. She and their son Oswald Garrison Villard were 
two of the original founders of the NAACP. 

 
 

http://archive.jsonline.com/features/recipes/145709925.html
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Artist: Byada Meredith 
 

 
Instagram @byada_artist on Instagram 

 
Mural Location: 3903 W Villard Ave, Milwaukee, WI 53209 

 
Byada Meredith is a Milwaukee based artist from Thailand. Over the past decade of living in Milwaukee, 
Meredith has continued to expand her extensive background in art education at UW Stevens Point. 

 
Celebrating the strength, resilience and beauty of motherhood, Meredith’s mural, “She is the rock that we 
embrace through storms, she is the life giving flow, she is the joy and the spirit that we breathe. She is our 
mother,” will be located at Motor Kings, (formerly P&P Auto Repair) at 3903 W Villard Ave and will be the 
second largest mural in the project measuring 35’ x 15'. 
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Artist: Chacho Lopez 

 
 
Instagram @chacholopeztattoos 

 
Mural Location: 5268 N 35th Street, Milwaukee 

● Chacho Lopez, a tattoo artist at Walkers Point Tattoo Company, was born and raised in Milwaukee 
and resides in the Villard District with his wife and children. Raised in a proud Mexican family, Lopez 
attributes his development of artistic style to his father, a tattoo artist and construction worker, and his 
uncle who was a graffiti artist. Lopez began drawing and doing graffiti at a young age. “When I got a 
little older, I began doing murals and felt I had found my calling.” Lopez sees his painting as a way of 
giving back to his community and making his family proud. 

 
Lopez’s mural “Protecting Our Planet” is the largest mural installation for Visual Vibes on Villard at 46’x 
14’ located on the new Environmental Conservation Wall at Carter's Christian Academy at 5268 N 35th 
Street. A vibrant scene of underwater ocean life, Lopez states, “It is important to teach our children 
about Mother Nature and the importance of protecting all animals.” 

 
Mural Description: This mural features many sea life animals that are currently classified as endangered 
species. 
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Sea Turtle: list of endangered sea turtles with links 

 
0

● Flatback Turtles 
● LeatherBack Sea Turtle 
● Green Sea Turtle 
● Loggerhead Sea Turtle 

 
 

● Kemp’s Ridley Sea Turtle 
● Olive Ridley Sea Turtle 
● Hawksbill Sea Turtle 
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 thttps://oceantoday.noaa.gov/endoceanseaturtles/ 
 http://www.bonaireturtles.org/wp/explore/why-are-sea-turtles-endangered/ 

 

 

Sharks: list of endangered sharks with links 
 

● Great White Shark 
● Basking Shark 
● Dusky Shark 
● Brown ShyShark 
● Sand Tiger Shark 
● Porbeagle Shark 

● Scalloped Hammerhead 
● Whale Shark 
● Smoothback Angel 

Shark 
● Daggernose Shark 
● Sawback Angel Shark 

● Stripped Smooth hound 
● Pondicherry Shark 
● Ganges Shark 
● Northern River Shark 

 
 
Sharks, often seen as the violent predators of the ocean and danger to humans, is actually the endangered 
prey of humans. With shark species like the great white shark, daggernose shark, smooth back angel sharks, 
whale sharks, scalloped hammerhead shark, porbeagle shark, sand tiger shark, brown shy shark, dusky shark, 
and basking shark impacted by population declines as high as 96%, some species have not been spotted in 
years and may already be extinct. This decline in shark life is a direct result of commercial fishing, poaching, 
and the utilization of their natural habitats. Commercial fishers often accidentally catch and injure sharks and 
poachers over hunt them faster than they can reproduce. Many species of sharks have small litters at a time of 
2-3 pup sharks and some species take many years to mature as well. Beaches, often occupied by human 
recreational activities, is also home to many shark species that often swim near shores. Because of this, 
shores are meshed to block sharks from coming near shores resulting in many injuries to sharks entangled in 
the safety nets.Overall, shark’s endangerment is a direct result of human recreational activities. 
 https://oceanscubadive.com/most-endangered-sharks-in-the-world/ 
 https://www.blueplanetaquarium.com/blog/sharks/why-are-sharks-endangered/ 

https://oceantoday.noaa.gov/endoceanseaturtles/
http://www.bonaireturtles.org/wp/explore/why-are-sea-turtles-endangered/
https://oceanscubadive.com/most-endangered-sharks-in-the-world/
https://www.blueplanetaquarium.com/blog/sharks/why-are-sharks-endangered/
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Coral Reef: info about coral reef being endangered 

 
Coral reefs are a major part of the oceanic ecosystem supporting 25% of all marine life on Earth. At present 
over half of the world’s coral reefs populations are already depleted and they continue to dwindle away at an 
alarming rate. Climate change is one of the biggest threats to coral reefs as it increases the rate of coral 
bleaching as they cannot survive in high water temperatures. Overfishing also impacts coral reefs by causing 
an imbalance to the ecosystems within coral reefs. Coastal development, which is linked to all threats against 
coral reefs, causes significant damage to reefs as infrastructures are built too close or sometimes directly on 
coral reefs. In addition, this also attracts tourism that disturbs the coral reefs and increases pollutants in the 
areas. https://wwf.panda.org/our_work/our_focus/oceans_practice/coasts/coral_reefs/ 
 https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2017/06/coral-reef-bleaching-global-warming-unesco-sites/ 

 

 

Dolphin: info on the dolphin and lists of endangered: 
 

● Irrawaddy Dolphin 
● Australian Snubfin 

Dolphin 
● Hector’s Dolphin 
● South Asian River 

Dolphin 

● Australian Humpback 
Dolphin 

● Indian Ocean Dolphin 
● Atlantic Humpback 

Dolphin 
● Maui’s Dolphin 

● Mediterranean Dolphin 
● Yangtze Dolphin 
● Tucuxi Dolphin 
● Southern Resident Killer 

Whale 

 
 

Dolphins are another species heavily impacted by human recreation and industry. Recreational uses of dolphins 
for entertainment takes dolphins away from their natural habitats and migrating habits resulting in a reduced 

https://wwf.panda.org/our_work/our_focus/oceans_practice/coasts/coral_reefs/
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2017/06/coral-reef-bleaching-global-warming-unesco-sites/
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quality of life due to depression, abuse from the aquatic centers they live in, lack of breeding, which ultimately 
results in a shortened life span. Commercial fishing endangers dolphins by entangling them in nets causing 
them to suffocate and drown. Loss of habitation due to coastal industrialization, damming of rivers, boat traffic, 
and other waterfront developments destroy their habitat and make their environments dangerous to live in.   
Commercial harvesting of dolphins also impacts some species as they are overfished faster than they can 
reproduce. Climate change and pollution are also key factors in the endangerment of dolphins as well as all life 
on earth. Toxic chemicals from pollutants and contamination from oil spills cause illness in dolphins, accidental 
consumption of plastics and entanglement in debris cause suffocation. https://seethewild.org/dolphin-threats/ 
 https://www.whalefacts.org/why-are-dolphins-endangered/ 

 

Artist: Teresa Sahar 

 
 
Instagram @teresa_rose_art_ on Instagram 

 
Mural Location: 5246 N 35th St., Milwaukee 

 
● Teresa Sahar is an artist and designer based in Whitefish Bay. New to working at the scale of her 
upcoming mural, Sahar says she is most excited about the prospect of having her art reach so many 
people through a community mural. 

 
Sahr’s mural “Healthy Choices” is painted on two 8’x 6’ panels featuring a woman’s hands holding an 
assortment of brightly colored fruit and vegetables. 

 
 
 

https://seethewild.org/dolphin-threats/
https://www.whalefacts.org/why-are-dolphins-endangered/
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Anti Littering Campaign Artist: Briona Conway 
 

 

Instagram: @grapescapellc 
 
In addition to the five murals being installed along Villard Ave., signage featuring artwork by Briona Conway is 
being included as part of a Villard BID Anti-Littering Campaign, bringing positive messaging to tree wells and 
litter receptacles in the area. 

 
 Briona Conway is a Wisconsin native and graduate from the University of Missouri with a B.S. in Animal 
Science. She is currently an Emergency Medical Technician, and is the owner and operator of Grape Escape, a 
freelance paint and sip company. Her artwork “Floral Lungs” celebrates the healing nature of clean air, healthy 
lungs, and the importance of conscious breathing. 
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